
DATE                          NAME                                                                                                                                  FORM 8   
 

TEST  1                    UNIT 1    IT’S YOUR LIFE          LESSON 1    FAMILY AND FRIENDS                                                                             VARIANT 1 
 

 

1. Listen to the four dialogues and finish the sentences.  

Who are they talking about? 

1. John and his mum are talking about …………….…………………..  

2. Gary and Lisa are talking about … …………………………………. 

3. Brenda and Sarah are talking about … ……………………………… 

4. Susan and Maria are talking about …………………………………..                           MARK: ….. / 12 

 

 
2. Match the words to make up a simile.  

Use them in three sentences of your own. 

 
 

as like as c 

  

a the hills  1. 

as good as  b gold 

 

 

as hungry as  c two peas 2. 

as busy as  d the day  

as clear as  e a bear 3. 

as silent as  f a bee  

as old as  g the grave  

as white as  h snow  
 



3. Answer the questions about yourself. 
 

get away, some shoes, this evening, Spain, fish, to a restaurant, tomorrow 
 

1. Where are you going for your holidays next year? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Where are you going tonight? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What’s your best friend like? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. In what way do you differ from your friend? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

4. You want a pen friend. Write a letter about yourself. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

MARK:           / 12 



DATE                          NAME                                                                                                                                     FORM 8   
 

TEST 1    
UNIT 1   IT’S YOUR LIFE         LESSON 1   FAMILY AND FRIENDS                                                                       VARIANT 2 
 

1. Listen to the four dialogues and finish the sentences.  

Who are they talking about? 

1. John and his mum are talking about …………….…………………..  

2. Gary and Lisa are talking about … …………………………………. 

3. Brenda and Sarah are talking about … ……………………………… 

4. Susan and Maria are talking about …………………………………..                           MARK: ….. / 12 

 

 

 

2. Match the words to make up a simile. Use them in three sentences of your own. 
 

as like as c 

  

a the hills  1. 

as good as  b gold 

 

 

as hungry as  c two peas 2. 

as silent as  d a bear  

as busy as  e a bee 3. 

as clear as  f the day  

as old as  g the grave  

as white as  h snow  

 

 



1. Answer the questions about yourself. 
 

get away, some shoes, this evening, Spain, fish, to a restaurant, tomorrow 
 

1. What are you doing at the weekend? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. When are you going to phone your friend? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How do you get on with your parents? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What kind of a boy / girl is your friend? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

4. You want a pen friend. Write a letter about yourself. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

MARK:           / 12 

 



 
 
 
 

1. John and his mum are talking about  …… SCHOOL and TEACHERS 

2. Gary and Lisa are talking about   … … PARENTS and SCHOOL DANCE  

3. Brenda and Sarah are talking about  … … BIRTHDAY with  POLE 

4. Susan and Maria are talking about  ……. MEETING SUSAN’S BEST FRIEND at the cinema                    
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